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Abstract
In this paper we report our most recent attempts to tackle a notorious problem across several scientific activities from
the ultrasonics sonochemical perspective: reproducibility of results. We provide experimental results carried out in
three different laboratories, using the same ingredients: ultrasound and a novel cavitation reactor bag. The main
difference between the experiments is that they are aimed at different applications: KI liberation and MB degradation,
and exfoliation of two nanomaterials: graphene and molybdenum disulfide. Iodine liberation rates and methylene blue
degradation were higher for the cases where a cavitation intensification bag was used. Similarly, improved dispersion
and more polydisperse exfoliated layers of nanomaterials were observed in the intensified bags compared to plain ones.
The reproducibility of these new experiments is compared to previous experimental results under similar conditions.
Our main conclusion is that despite knowing and understanding most physicochemical phenomena related to the origins
and effects of cavitation, there is still a long path towards reproducibility, both in one laboratory, and compared across
different laboratories. As emphasized in the sonochemical literature, the latter clearly illustrates the complexity of
cavitation as nonlinear phenomenon, whose quantitative estimation represents a challenging aspect. We also provide a
list of procedural steps that can help improving reproducibility and scale-up efforts.
Keywords: ultrasound, reproducibility, cavitation, sonochemistry

1. Introduction
The reproducibility of experimental results is a challenge
across scientific fields [1–3]. The attitude towards reproducibility is contradictory because, even when more than
half of the participants of a recent enquire think that there
is a crisis, about less than a third think the results are
wrong, nor trust in published literature has waned [4]. Authors, reviewers and editors should reach a common agreement on the statistics terminology and experimental limitations, among other issues [5]. Reproducibility concerns,
not exclusive to sonochemistry, are complicated by several
factors, eg. selective reporting, pressure to publish, low
Preprint submitted to Elsevier

statistical power, etc [6, 4]. For example, poor statistical
analysis of data has seriously exacerbated a phenomenon
labeled as investigator bias [7]. Bias can be unconscious,
when the researcher believes the irreproducible results are
correct; a more serious case is when data is falsified deliberately, but this seems to be rare in chemistry. In between
these two are publishing of inaccurate data, or intentional
or unintentional modification of the results intentionally
to match expectations. The most benign of all identified
causes of irreproducibility is when the experiment is just
too difficult to reproduce in another lab. Understandably,
it is impractical to reproduce all published material [3, 8].
March 23, 2017

The differences between reproducibility and replicability

erty compensates some weaknesses of gapless graphene and

are that the former requires changes, whereas the latter

makes it useful in future switching and opto-electronics

avoids them [9]; replicability is aimed at removing the

devices, such as memory devices, photodetectors, photo-

changes. In sonochemistry, repeating an experiment is

voltaic devices, field effect transistors [21], and as a hy-

almost impossible because there will always be changes

drogen evolution catalyst [22]. It has been explained that

that cannot be accounted for, e.g. ultrasonic baths cannot

sound waves attenuate inducing plastic stress and defor-

be easily compared because piezoelectric materials are not

mations, that add up to those induced by cavitation [23],

100 % identical.

but there are certain open questions about the variability
of results reported in literature.

Once a result in a laboratory is promising enough, there

The methods used to exfoliate include chemical and

are several challenges towards its ultimate application in
Our society has been taught that

micromechanical approaches, growth via vapour deposi-

economies of scale drive most technologies or economical

tion [24], and can be classified in bottom-up or top-down

innovations towards ever increasing large dimensions (per-

exfoliating strategies [22]. The first technique relies on

haps with microelectronics as an exception) [10]. Large

the intercalation of charged particles between the layers of

factories for massive production, big reactors to satisfy

the material, in order to overcome the weak van der Walls

a demand on products and energy consumption. In this

forces and separates the layers, thereby creating mono-

increasing “economical bubble”, it is often forgotten how

layers [25, 26]. This chemical process, despite being highly

important the nano-, micro- and mesoscales for innovation

scalable, leads to a phase transition of MoS2 from the

or improving relevant aspects such as energy efficiency,

semi-conducting 2H-MoS2 to the metallic 1T-MoS2 phase,

particularly for sonochemistry [11].

Our quest to im-

which demands heat treatments in order to regain the pre-

prove reproducibility of sonochemistry rests atop studies

vious phase. Micromechanical cleavage methods, such as

in the micro-scale from physics, chemistry, and engineering

the manual scotch tape method, require practice and pa-

branches [12–16]. Attention has been given to theoretical

tience to reach reproducible results [23]. Similarly, the

and experimental mismatch of the negative pressure that

conditions required to produce mono-layers from vapour-

a liquid can sustain before cavitation occurs; the role of

deposition make it very unpractical, a scalability limita-

impurities and physicochemical parameters (e.g. gas solu-

tion [17, 22, 27–29].

industrial settings.

bility or surface tension); innovative techniques to measure

Similarly, ultrasonication of graphene is a “key experi-

cavitation itself, attempts to control it, among others.

mental step”. It gives a laminated material, and also forms

Ultrasound has been a work-horse in nanosciences for

stable colloidal dispersions, an advantage where aggrega-

the development of new materials [17, 18]. Different tech-

tion is undesired, such as with deoxygenated sheets [23]. It

niques have been used for the exfoliation of nanomaterials

has been reported that graphene produced by sonication

such as graphite and TMDCs into mono-layer materials;

results in much more defects [18]. Logically, long exfolia-

samples in a 2D disposition obtained with scalable exfoli-

tion times and poor production rates have deterred a wider

ation methods have future valorisation chances. Molybde-

use of ultrasonic exfoliation.

num disulfide, MoS2 , is a very common element that acts

To avoid some of the biases mentioned before, all par-

as a p-type semi-conductor or a metal depending on its

ticipant laboratories of this study agreed on following (as

metallic phase [19], transiting from an indirect bandgap

much as practicalities allowed) the same procedures for

of 1.2 eV to a direct bandgap of 1.8 eV [20]. This prop-

each sonochemical experiment. Each procedure tried to
2

fix the frequency used, the temperature, the positioning
of the samples to be sonicated, etc. The “reproducibility”
of results is compared having two important components
in common: range of frequencies used, and the reactor
vessel used. One experiment is concerned with chemical
dosimetry of potassium iodine (KI), another is based on
methylene blue (MB) degradation. The other two experiments involve exfoliation of nanomaterials (graphene and
molybdenum disulfide). Further, we present a philosophical argument on the broad context of reproducibility in
sonochemistry, with a focus on valorisation opportunities.
To conclude, a basic list of procedural steps that can help
those researchers interested in scaling-up aspects of sonochemistry is given.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Cavitation reactor vessel used
Control over cavitation at the microscale has been shown
to yield better reproducibility, quantification and improvement of cleaning [30–32]. In this study we expand our
knowledge and understanding of reproducibility of cavitation with new experiments performed with a scaled-up reactor. This lab-bench concept was achieved by numberingup artificial crevices, based on a micro-reactor [33, 34].
The result is a novel container made out of polypropylene,
the Cavitation Intensification Bag (CIB), which can be
Figure 1: Top pane: Schematic positioning of the Cavitation In-

used with conventional ultrasonic bath technology [35–37].

tensification Bag (CIB) inside an ultrasonic bath (with permission

Each CIB has dimensions of 100×150 mm, and has pits in-

from [37] Copyright 2013, with permission from Elsevier). Middle

dented onto its inner surface (protruding on its outer side)

pane: A non-modified (plain or normal) bag (left) and a CIB (right)
side by side. A metric ruler (cm) is shown as reference. Bottom pane:

of about 200 µm in diameter and ca. 50µm depth; the bag

Bubble clouds inside a CIB and sonochemiluminescence (blue). The

thickness is ∼ 50µm. When adding liquid, the ∼ 900 ± 30

arrow indicates the pits where the bubbles originate from; the scale

2

pits (∼ 8 pits /cm on each bag wall) allow for intensifica-

bar represents 5 mm. With permission from [35] Copyright 2010

tion of number of cavitation events. The CIB is currently

Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA

commercialised as Bubble Bags (BuBclean, Enschede, The
Netherlands). Clusters of bubbles can be seen to originate
from the pits upon exposure to ultrasound (Figure 1). For
proper comparison, the normal bags (NB) are made with
the same specifications as the CIB, but without the pits.
3

2.2. Experimental setup - Mumbai, India
An ultrasonic bath (Dakshin, Model 6.51200 H) of internal dimensions 300 × 150 × 145 mm (6.5 L) operating
at 40 kHz frequency was used. The voltage supplied to
the bath was changed and the current was measured, the
power was obtained by multiplying the voltage supplied
and the current. The bath was filled with water up to a
height of 82 mm (3.7 L) and its temperature was kept at
315 ± 2 K. The bags filled with 10 mL solution (the blue

Figure 2: Experimental situation where two bags are fixed inside the

mark on the CIB, see Figure 1). All experiments were trip-

ultrasonic bath, dipped up to 39 mm (blue mark on CIB).

licated and the bags were suspended in the bath as shown
in Figure 2, dipped up to 39 mm (blue mark on CIB) while

nm while the MLG sheets are up to square micrometers;

CIB and NB were positioned at 100 mm and 200 mm re-

other properties of the CNF/MLG powder can be found

spectively from the left side of the bath. Lastly, a 2% KI

elsewhere [38]. N-methyl-pyrrolidone (NMP, 99.5% anhy-

(Merck Specialities Pvt, Ltd., Mumbai) solution was pre-

drous, Sigma-Aldrich) were used as-received without any

pared and 10 mL of the solution was sonicated (Figure 2)

further purification. The experimental setup details can

at 40 kHz at different rated power. Iodine gets liberated

be seen in Figure 3, the temperature was kept at 293 K.

.

in the presence of OH radicals and this was monitored by
UV at 350 nm. The complete sample of 10 mL was used
for UV analysis. Hence, every time fresh solution of 10 mL
of KI was used and sonicated in the same bag. The time
for which the bags were exposed to sonication is cumulative. To obtain a reading for 6 min, fresh 10 mL solution
was sonicated for 6 min whereas the total time for which
the bags were exposed to ultrasound was 9 min i.e. 3 min
of the previous experiment and 6 min of the current experiment. Methylene Blue (5 ppm) degradation was studied
and the same methodology as KI was followed to sonicate
the bags at 175 W and 40 kHz in triplicates.
2.3. Experimental setup - Kuopio, Finland

Figure 3: Experimental setup used for the samples prepared in Kuopio, Finland with inset showing the positioning of the CIB.

Graphene nanoplatelet powder (N002-PDR Graphene
powder, Angstron Materials, Inc) with X-Y dimensions
below 5 µm and thickness below 1 µm was used in the
lab in Kuopio, Finland.

The graphene and CNF/MLG suspensions with concen-

Carbon nanoflower / multi-

tration of 1 mg/mL were prepared by adding 10 mg of

layer graphene (CNF/MLG) composite was synthesized

graphene powder to 10 mL of NMP. Four replicate sam-

using two-stage synthesis method according to Miettinen

ples of the nanoplatelets and CNF/MLG in NMP were

et al. [38, 39]. The size of the CNFs is approximately 20

sonicated for 15 min at 22o C in an ultrasonic bath operat4

ing at 45 kHz (USC 1200D, VWR). The bags were placed

at the beginning of experiment and was measured not to

in the middle of the ultrasonic bath using a stand and a

increase more than 5 K.

metal tube as shown in Figure 3; the distances from the

Figure 4 shows the experimental setups used in En-

side and end walls were approximately 5 cm and 10 cm,

schede. The resulting dispersions were taken for centrifu-

respectively. A small weight was attached to the bottom

gation for 1 h at 1500 rpm in a Heraeus Labofuge 400 to

of the bag in order to prevent the bag from floating. Nei-

separate the heavier flakes from the lighter ones; a centrifu-

ther the bag, stand nor weight was touching the walls.

gation force of 294 gs was calculated. Two other samples

Each test was repeated four times and the sonicated sam-

were prepared in a similar way to understand the effects

ples were removed from the CIB and placed in laboratory

from the mechanical and chemical effects of cavitation on

tubes. In addition, a reference sample was prepared in

the flakes. To test the effect of mechanical effects, sam-

a standard test tube with the same sonication procedure.

ples labeled MBP were prepared with the same volume

All samples were centrifuged (Beckman Coulter Avanti J-

and concentration as in the bags described above. In this

25 centrifuge, with JA-17 fixed angle rotor) with a relative

case, 5 mL of 2 mM Terephthalic acid (TA) solution was

centrifugal field (RCF) of ca. 34 g at a rotational speed of

used as OH. radical scavenger and to avoid radical species

500 rpm for 90 min.

from interacting with the flakes of MoS2 . Upon reaction

The particle shape and structure was studied with scan-

with OH. radicals, TA converts into 2-hydroxyterephthalic

ning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss Sigma HD-VP) us-

acid (HTA) [40]. Another sample exposed to chemical ef-

ing 2 kV acceleration voltage. Raman (Bruker Optics Sen-

fects alone (C NP) was prepared with the same amounts

terra LX200) analysis of the samples were carried out us-

of solvent and solute as the samples from the ultrasonic

ing 532 nm wavelength excitation. The sedimentation of

bath. Furthermore, 1 mg of AIBN was added to generate

the graphene nanoplatelets dispersed in the NMP was fol-

radical species and simulate the chemical effects of radi-

lowed for several months as a means for comparing the

cals produced by ultrasonic cavitation. Unlike the other

advantages of using the CIB over conventional sonication

samples this one was placed in a beaker and heated to a

methods.

temperature close to the 60◦ C, a temperature high enough
for AIBN to generate radicals but low enough to avoid the

2.4. Experimental setup - Enschede, The Netherlands

solvent from boiling. The top of the beaker was covered

The MoS2 powder used, was obtained from Aldrich

with Parafilm M to avoid losing sample from evaporation.

Chemical as well as terephthalic acid (TA), sodium hy-

Both samples were exposed to the above described condi-

droxide and azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN), isopropanol

tions for 4.5 h.

from Atlas Assink Chemie, monopotassium phosphate and

After treatment, all samples were vacuum filtrated with

disodium phosphate from Riedel-de Häen. Different solu-

diaphragm vacuum pump type MZ 2C from vacuubrand

tions of 50 mL and 25 mL of isopropanol with a concentra-

with a pump flow of 1.7 m3 /h through a PVDF mem-

tion of 20 mg.mL−1 of MoS2 were used in CIB and simple

brane with a nominal pore size of 0.1 µm from Merk

bags. The samples with 50 mL were then exposed to son-

Millipore. Before any analysis the membranes were left in

ication for 4.5 h in a VWR USC200TH Ultrasonic Bath

a oven at 80◦ C for 24 h to evaporate any remaining solvent.

filled with 1.8 L of water; the bags with 25 mL in a Bandelin Sonoplus mini20 Ultrasonic Horn with the MS 2.5

A semi-qualitative analysis of the samples was made

probe. The temperature in the liquid samples was 294 K

with a Perkin Elmer Lambda 850 UV-Spectrophotometer
5

and Raman Spectrophotometry. In the first analysis 2 mL
of the surfactant obtained after the centrifugation was
placed on 1 cm quartz cells. The spectrum was recorded
in the wavelength range of 350-850 nm to detect the two
absorption peaks from the MoS2 mono-layers between the
600 and 700 nm. The Raman spectra was recorded on the
flakes accumulated on top of the PVDF membranes after
filtration. A laser with a power output of 350 µW was used
to run through an area of 50x50 µm. For the fluorescence
a Perkin Elmer fluorescence spectrophotometer was employed having a light beam with a wavelength of 315 nm.
Both semi-qualitative analysis were performed to analyse
the chemical composition of the samples, and attempt to
identify the thickness of the layers in the solution. The
fluorescence study allowed us to identify if all the radicals
had been captured by the buffer solution before reacting
with the sample. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
and Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) were used
to analyse the samples. For the former, a Zeiss Merlin
Scanning Electron Microscope was used with an accelerating voltage of 2.0 kV; the samples used were a small piece
of the PVDF membrane with deposited sample on top of
it. For the latter a Philips CM300ST-FEG TEM was used
with an accelerating voltage of 300 kV. The sample used
for the TEM was a small drop from the surfactant obtained
after centrifugation placed on top of a carbon grid. The
microscopy studies were applied to observe how different
intensities in cavitation could affect the surface and edges
of the flakes.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. KI liberation and MB degradation.
As can be seen in Figure 5, the slope of iodine release or
the rate of liberation of iodine is higher for CIB compared
Figure 4: Experimental setups used for the samples prepared. Bath

to NB for initial few minutes but later, the rate decreases

(top) and horn (bottom) used in Twente, The Netherlands.

significantly for CIB whereas the rate of iodine liberation
for NB remains more or less similar. The rate is recovered
6

Rate of Iodine Release (ppm/min)

0.1200
0.1000
0.0800
0.0600

NB

0.0400

CIB
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0.0000
0

3
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Time (min)

Figure 6: Iodine liberation at 175 W and 40 kHz frequency for normal
bags (NB) and the Cavitation Intensifiying Bags (CIB) for three
different experimental trials. It can be seen how the rates decrease
with time initially for the CIB but recover similar values to the NB
towards the end of the experimental times.

mins, the iodine liberated for CIB and plain bag is almost
similar but at 15 mins, iodine liberated for plain bags is
higher compared to the CIB. The CIB gives higher degradation of KI in the first 3 min, then it decreases and at 15
mins it shows that plain bags gives higher degradation.
Six comparative experiments conducted at 115 W and
Figure 5: Iodine liberation in CIB and normal bags for 40 kHz and

40 kHz frequency for 15 min are plotted in Figure 7 top

three different powers.

panel. Measurements 1 and 6 each were conducted with
fresh bags while 2 to 5 were conducted in one pair of bags.
Only measurement 1 showed increased iodine release in the

for CIB after a sharp decrease and the overall degradation

CIB compared to plain bag. This contradicts a previous

of KI in the CIB becomes less than NB. This trend is ob-

report where on average most results obtained with CIB

served at all the three power ratings at 40 kHz confirming

produced more OH. radicals than plain bags (Figure 7 bot-

lower degradation of KI after a specific period.

tom pane) [35]. This apparent contradiction is discussed

Higher rate of iodine liberation initially confirms higher

further in Section 3.4

cavitational activity in CIB due to the presence of pits;

As shown in Figure 7, re-using the bags can lead to

subsequently the decrease in rate signifies that these pits

deactivation of the pits, and then they do not serve the

might have been deactivated and one probable cause may

purpose of seeding bubbles into the solution. The first use

be the micro-scale smoothening of the pits. The bags are

has the strongest effect as has already been reported [35].

made of polymeric material and these may get deformed at

However, the last measurement (6) with a new bag did

micro-scale leading to change in the size and orientation of

not confirm this behaviour, which is an illustration of the

these pits. Recovery of the rate of Iodine liberation after a

complexity of sonochemistry and the difficulty in achieving

short period suggest that the CIB behaves similar to NB.

reproducible results when many factors are at play.

In Figure 6, the iodine liberated at 175 W in the initial 3

From Figure 8 it is observed that concentration of

mins is higher for the CIB compared to the plain bag. At 5

methylene blue in NB is always lower than CIB i.e. NB
7

MB degradation at 175 W and 40 kHz
Methylene Blue (ppm)

6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
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2.00

CIB

1.00
0.00
0
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MB degradationTimeat(min)
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5.30

Methylene Blue (ppm)

5.10

Figure 7: Iodine liberation at 115 W, 40 kHz and 15 min irradiation.
Measurement 1 and 6 each were conducted with fresh pair of bags

4.90
4.70
4.50
4.30

NB

4.10

CIB

3.90
3.70

while 2 to 5 were conducted consecutively in the same pair of bags.

3.50
0

3

6

9

12

15

18

Time (min)

gives higher degradation of Methylene Blue compared to
Figure 8: MB sonicated and analyzed at intervals of 10 min (top),

CIB. If we decrease the time interval to 3 min (Figure 2)

and 3 min (bottom), at 40 kHz and 175 W.

and analyze the samples for first 15 mins, the trend obtained is similar to the trend obtained for KI degradation.

layer structure even further. Based on the Raman analysis no changes in the graphene nanoplatelets or MLG/CNF
3.2. Graphene exfoliation.

chemical structure was observed after the sonication.

There are two main issues in preparing graphene suspen-

The NMP suspensions prepared using the CIB showed

sions: graphene has to be dispersed in a reasonable concen-

also an excellent long-term stability compared to the sam-

tration to the solvent and dispersion should remain stable

ples prepared in the laboratory tube. The complete sed-

over over a period of time [41]. One of the most widely used

imentation of the nanoplateletes was observed after cen-

solvent for graphene dispersions is N-mehtyl-2-pyrrolidone

trifugation when the nanoplatelet samples were sonicated

(NMP). It is a polar solvent, which has to electronegative

in the normal laboratory tube. However, there was no

atoms, i.e. N and O. This property enables NMP to form

sedimentation with the samples treated in the CIB after

complexes with carbon structures like fullerene [42]. NMP

the centrifugation, and slow sedimentation of the sam-

forms also stable and uniform graphene suspensions up to

ples was observed after three months of the preparation

the certain concentration range. However, the dispersion

when the samples were allowed stand without disturbance.

concentration and stability is still dependent on the sonica-

The CNF/MLG samples formed very stable suspensions in

tion time and power [41]. Figure 9 shows the SEM images

NMP for both the glass tube and the CIB. No sedimen-

made in Kuopio, of as-received graphene nanoplatelets,

tation was observed even after six months. No difference

and the nanoplatelets after the sonication in NMP either

could be observed between the samples sonicated in the

in the laboratory tube or CIB. The as-received platelets

glass tube or in the CIB.

have curved structures consisting of multilayer graphene
3.3. M oS2 exfoliation.

(Figure 9 A and D). The curved structure is lost after the
sonication (Figure 9 B-C and E-F). Moreover, sonication

In Enschede, bulk MoS2 samples were dispersed in IPA

with the CIB seemed to improve the dispersion and open

and exposed to ultrasound for 4,5 h. After sonication,
8

Figure 9: SEM images of graphene nanoplatelets (A) as-received, (B) sonicated in the laboratory tube, (C) sonicated in the CIB, and
CNF/MLG composite (D) without sonication, (E) sonicated in laboratory tube and (F) sonicated in the CIB. Note the insets of A and B
panels. Sonication with the CIB seems to improve the dispersion and open layer structure even further. The magnifications used were (A):
1000x / insert 20000x; D: 10000x / insert 50000x; B-C & E-F: magnification 50000x.

9

some MoS2 was in suspension in the IPA, while bigger
particles sedimented at the bottom of the bag.

After

centrifugation there was a bigger difference between the
turbidity of the top part of the sample and the lower one,
suggesting a higher MoS2 particle concentration at the
bottom and a lower concentration on top as was expected,
to separate heavier and thicker particles from the lighter
and thinner ones. About two thirds of the top part was
retrieved for analysis.

The existence of MoS2 mono-layers was evidenced in the
semi-qualitative analysis of the absorption spectra (Figure 10), as seen from the absorption values of the samples.

Figure 10: Spectra plots with two green lines marking the wave-

However, these results contain errors from light scatter-

lengths respective to the MoS2 mono-layers absorption peaks. The
plots correspond to normal bags in the ultrasonic bath (BBNP), a

ing due to the solid particles present in the solution. This

sample sonicated in the bath with a CIB (BBP), the sample produced

may be improved in future work by using a spectropho-

in the ultrasonic horn inside a bag without pits (BHNP), the sam-

tometer with a mirror that would redirect any scattered

ple produced with the horn in a CIB (BHP), samples produced like

light towards the detector. The presence of monolayers

samples BBNP and BBP respectively but only sonicated for 20 min
(BBNP 20 min and BBP 20 min respectively), the sample with only

was further confirmed from the Raman spectra shown in

chemical effects (C NP) and the sample where only mechanical ef-

Figure 11. The results plotted correspond to plain bags in

fects were exerted (MBP). The presence of MoS2 in the solution was

the ultrasonic bath, a sample sonicated in the bath with a

confirmed from the slight peaks and intensities at the wavelengths

CIB, another with the ultrasonic horn inside a bag with-

relative to MoS2 . Nonetheless, the stable intensities mean that many
thicknesses were present in the solution

out pits, a third sample produced with the horn in a CIB,
all sonicated for 4,5 h. Lastly, two samples were processed
similar to the first twobut only sonicated for 20 min. Two

called E12g and A1g , at 383 and 408 cm−1 respectively. Ac-

additional samples exposed separately to chemicalor me-

cording to the literature [43], a downshift in the 408 cm−1

chanical effects were prepared for its comparison (both for

node to 403 cm−1 is enough proof of the existence of mi-

4,5 h).The absorption spectra shows that the solution had

cromechanically cleaved MoS2 mono-layers. On the other

flakes of polydisperse sizes since the peaks characteristic

hand, according to a different paper [21], the downshift on

of the MoS2 mono-layers were not much different in inten-

the second node is not enough to prove that MoS2 mono-

sity to the remaining wavelengths; ideally the mono-layers

layers are present in the solution. Instead the second node

would give single peaks. The fact that the absorption base

must come to higher Raman shifts to reduce the distance

line at other wavelengths is not close to zero, corresponds

between the two nodes. From the distance between them it

to thick layers in the solution.

is possible to calculate the thickness of the obtained MoS2

With Raman spectroscopy it is possible to identify a

michromechanicaly cleaved layers. From our Raman anal-

transition from a higher flake thickness to mono-layers

ysis, and following published methodologies [43], it was

from the reduction of the distance between the two char-

possible to conclude that micromechanicaly cleaved lay-

acteristic Raman shifts of MoS2 . These main nodes are

ers were in the solution. However, according to the other
10

published results [21] this was not verified, since there was

analysis protocol will be adopted.

not a reduction between the E12g and A1g nodes. Instead
a downshift of both nodes was verified and therefore it
was impossible to calculate the thickness of the obtained
cleaved layers. Additionally, we faced challenges in obtaining clear results for the Raman study using the sample on
the top of the PVDF membrane. Its irregular surface and
fluorescence created a significant amount of signal noise.
To overcome these challenges the filtrated IPA should be
used in future work instead of the residues it leaves in the
membrane.

Figure 12: TEM image from a flake taken from a sample exposed to
mechanical effects only (MBP). It shows the Moiré patterns indicat-

Figure 11: Results from the Raman studies. The green lines indicate

ing that flakes present have a different arrangement, and a zoomed

the two Raman shifts respective to bulk MoS2 . It is possible to

in view evidencing the sample is in the semiconducting phase.

observe the downshift for both samples due to the presence of monolayers in the solution.

Since different types of bags and ultrasonic equipments
TEM analysis showed that the process used to exfoliate

were used, we analysed the samples with SEM to under-

the MoS2 did not alter the hexagonal crystalline structure

stand better how these differences in preparing a solution

of 2H-MoS2 . At the same time it indicated the presence

affect the MoS2 product. The samples from the CIB gave

of thin layers in solution since other layers were visible

more rounded edges and smaller particles on top of bigger

through the top layer. The observed Moiré patterns (Fig-

flakes. It has been reported that edge-dominated defects

ure 12) indicate that the layers had been separated in so-

in graphene are produced by fluid dynamics phenomena.

lution despite being stacked on top of each other at the

This is based on the Raman spectra of filtered graphene

time of analysis. This means that when mono-layers are

films and not on a single graphene flake. The Raman sig-

produced through this method, no further treatment is re-

nal in the case of a film is a superposition of contributions

quired to change the material’s phase from a metallic to

from numerous single- and few-layer flakes. As has been

a semiconducting phase, as it happens in other exfoliation

suggested, a microscopic study on the individual flakes by

methods [22]. Changes in the phase of MoS2 when in-

STM and XPS is the only way to have detailed informa-

tended to be used as a semiconductor are undesired. To

tion on the atomic structure [18]. Single flakes were found

improve the analysis, in future studies a better sample

during the SEM analysis (Figures 13 and 14). The thick11

ness of flakes was calculated with a dedicated software to
be between 224 and 675 nm, the equivalent to 345 - 1038
mono-layers. As mentioned, the support membranes did
not allow for a proper observation of the obtained samples;
in the future, this method will be improved.

Figure 14: Images obtained with SEM showing eroded edges of the
flakes due to cavitation in CIB (a); less mechanical effects of cavitation are expected to be found in plain bags (b).

The fluorescence of the MBP sample was measured to
find out if the amount of TA solution used as radical scavFigure 13: Two images captured with the SEM from samples BHP

enger solution was effective in minimising the effects of the

(a) and BBNP (b).

radicals produced by cavitation (results not shown here).
We can conclude that the scavenging solution minimised
The same analysis performed for the mechanical-only

the radical effects but did not fully eliminated them. Fol-

and chemical-only effects was followed to understand the

lowing this exfoliation method it was possible to exfoli-

effects of cavitation in the exfoliation process. The absorp-

ate MoS2 mono-layers. However, the experimental method

tion spectra (Figure 10) showed that the samples exposed

must be improved to maximise the amount of generated

only to physical effects gave higher concentrations of MoS2

and retrieved mono-layers, since the results show a large

mono-layers but also thicker layers. Samples exposed to

amount of layers with different sizes in the solutions. Un-

chemical effects alone produced also mono-layers, but in

like other exfoliation methods this one has shown not to

lower concentrations than the previous sample, and differ-

change the crystalline structure of the material.

ent wavelengths and intensities. The actual concentration
3.4. Overview of current understanding

values of cleaved MoS2 flakes in the solution could not be
calculated because it was impossible to accurately measure

Our initial expectations of increased chemical effects and

the volume and mass of the samples, hence we report on

improved reproducibility when using CIB for the new re-

the qualitative differences in absorption spectra between

sults presented in this paper were not entirely met. In

the samples.

a recent article [35], the OH. radical production in CIB
12

be contrasted to the equivalent microreactor setup oper-

Figure 15: Radical production in bags with and without pits. Top:
after 5 min sonication performed on two different days; Middle: as

ating at higher (200 kHz) frequencies studied previously

a function of time in a small (1.8 L) and a large (6.6 L) ultrasonic

where chemical effects were always larger compared to the

baths. Bottom: Rate of OH. radicals production decrease with time.

equivalent conventional reactor (without pits) [34].

With permission from [35] Copyright 2010 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH

We have prepared Table 1 with the aim to give an

& Co. KGaA

overview of the knowledge we have accumulated with another experiment performed with CIB: emulsification.
As can be seen, the frequencies used are on the lower
was studied with two ultrasonic baths operating at 35 kHz

end regularly used in sonochemistry (≤ 80 kHz). In this

(24.2 W/L) and at 45 kHz (33.3 W/L); TA was used

range, larger bubbles are formed, and the CIB normally

as dosimeter. Radical production and sonochemilumines-

produce more large bubbles. As such, we could say that

cence were intensified, with a reduction of 22 % in standard

the CIB are a good facilitator of large and mechanically

deviation and an increase of 45.1 % in efficiency compared

active type of cavitation that induces more physical ef-

to bags without pits (see Figure 15).

fects (contrasted with higher frequencies where chemical

Using conventional ultrasonic procedures and the CIB,

effects are more dominant). This is the reason why they

25 times more volume was sonicated compared with the

clean better as demonstrated elsewhere [36]. On the other

microreactor. An increase of 117 % in radical production

hand, KI and MB degradation studies provide evidence

at higher frequency was achieved. In this case (particularly

that the CIB is able to enhance the chemical activity ini-

the top pane in Figure 15), the variability of experiments

tially and for a short period of time. Similarly, for the

from one day to the other is reduced, for a particular ex-

case of emulsification, it seems that the CIB are effective

perimental point. There seems to be a slight tendency

for making smaller droplets, and hold promises for future

of increased variability of results with sonication times

scaled-up reactors with higher efficiencies [37]. The tem-

(markedly for Bath 2), and the production rate wanes.

perature was a parameter difficult to keep constant in all
locations.

From the new experiments presented in this paper, we
can conclude that prolonged sonication of KI solution in

From the exfoliation experiments of graphene and

CIB leads to less degradation than in plain bags (at least

molybdenum disulfide, we can fairly say that the physi-

until the maximum time studied of 15 min). Degradation

cal effects of cavitation were responsible for the exfoliation

of KI is possible when OH. radicals are formed, and as

process. We base this on the observation that flakes (edge

.

and certain parts) were more round or shattered when us-

radicals which decreases with time, as seen in Figure 7 and

ing the CIB. Smaller, shattered flakes and layers can be a

15. We think that using CIB does not significantly change

result of the more pronounced mechanical effects of cavi-

the overall dynamics of the bubbles created in the bulk.

tation (compared to less cavitation in plain bags). On the

These bubbles and those created from the pits in the CIB

other hand, the chemical effects from the radical formation

are driven by the same acoustic field, but in average the

also showed to exfoliate MoS2 in a lower fraction than the

number of cavitation events inside the CIB increases. The

physical effects. This resulted in less damaged flakes, but

type of cavitation induced by the CIB (e.g. relatively large

also lower concentrations of MoS2 . The results from ev-

bubbles) may lead to increased physical effects, but those

ery analysis where the PVDF membrane was present were

do not aid in KI or MB degradation. This observation can

significantly influenced by the membrane characteristics;

mentioned before, CIB have higher production rate of OH

13

Table 1: Comparison of different experimental cases studied with CIB.
Experiment

Dosimetry: TA∗

Dosimetry:
and

Exfoliation:

Exfoliation:

Emulsions:

grapheneb

M oS2

C16 H34 & SDS∗∗

Kuopio, Finland

Enschede, NL

Wageningen, NL

Location

Enschede, NL

Mumbai, India

Temperature

294 K

305 K

293 K

294 K

Frequency (kHz)

35 kHz & 45 kHz

40 kHz

45 kHz

45

Main result (CIB vs NB)

22 % smaller stan-

Higher initial rate

Improved

dard deviation +

of iodine liberation

sion & open layer

45.1 % more effi-

and methylene blue

structure

ciency
+

degradation in CIB
∼

+

Reproducibility
∗

KI

MBa

disper-

kHz

293 & 354 K
&

50-

37 kHz & 80 kHz

60 kHz (horn)
High polydisperse

60 × more effec-

layer sizes

tive

breaking

up

droplets.
∼

+

Taken from [35]

∗∗

Taken from [37]

+ or ∼ stands for increased reproducibility (+), or similar (∼) comparing the use of CIB vs NB

in future studies the influence of the membrane features

significant variabilities if the bags are not placed at the

should be minimised. The ultimate goal will be to reach

same spot or moved during sonication. In the literature,

the single layer of exfoliated material with the least dam-

this problem has been extensively reported [44, 45]. Addi-

age possible.

tionally, the presence of holders for the bags as shown in

In the last row of Table 1, an attempt to give a quali-

Figures 2 might have influenced the actual volume being

tative comparison between CIB vs NB is given: + where

sonicated, as well as the effective surface in contact with

the reproducibility is higher for the CIB, and ∼ where no

the solution.

clear improvement was observed. We have identified other

Erosion of the CIB internal walls is what seems to have

causes for the variability of results. In the Mumbai experi-

been more reproducible across the different labs. In several

ments, the bags were sonicated while open in the KI cases,

cases, with disparate operation times, we tried to charac-

which might have resulted in an uncontrolled degassing ef-

terise this phenomenon. The bags are made industrially,

fect. In the CIB case, since there are more bubbles created

and although we have not characterised the variation from

per unit time, a faster degassing rate can take place. How-

bag to bag, optical observation gives minimal indication of

ever, the degassing effect cannot be applied to MB degra-

defects or other discrepancies between individual bags. In

dation, hence degassing may not be the primary cause. In

Mumbai, the variability of resistance test results under

the case of M oS2 , we can say that is a fairly complicated

ultrasonic conditions was significant. Independent of the

experiment, and more careful experiments will be required

time it took to rupture the bags, the locations of punctured

to improve our understanding on the results. Furthermore,

material were similar in most cases: close to the lateral

as is known in the sonochemistry community, the fixation

edges. For 100-150 W, it took at least 12-15 min for the

of the bags is a very important practical parameter and

CIB to rupture in two trials. At 45 and 175 kHz, for other

typically not well-controlled, as it requires specific atten-

three trials there was no rupture for up to 40 min. The

tion that can vary between researchers and laboratories.

CIB that ruptured may have been defective during initial

In previous experiences (see [35, 37]), we have measured

trials where its reusability was tested. A comparison of
14

CIB with normal bags of the same material showed that

can vary with the years. This will give different results

both did not rupture at 40 kHz frequency when subjected

along the lifetime of the equipment (to prepare an emul-

to 90 minutes sonication at 175 W power.

sion or degrade a colour dye). Additionally, it is known

After sonication, it was observed that the bags turned

that variability from one equipment to another produced

slightly opaque in certain random locations, which may

by the same manufacturer can be significant. Ideally, the

be due to the formation of rough surfaces by prolonged

same researcher should perform two given experiments in

sonication. The roughening of the bags was also reported

the same lab, with the shortest amount of time between

before [35], yet no plastic debris has been found in the

one and the other to be able to limit variability in the

solutions, presumably due to the type of erosion occurring

experimental procedure steps.

in plastic where only deformation and no detachment of

A first step to solve the problems around irreproducibil-

bag material takes place. These new experiments ran for

ity is reaching a consensus about its definition (as men-

longer sonication times (∼ 3x), and different equipment

tioned in the Introduction). For irreproducibility avoid-

(power: 40, 60 and 160 W, frequency: 40, 45 and 35 KHz,

ance, pre-registration has been proposed as scientists com-

volume: 3.7 L, 1.8 and 6.6 L); nevertheless, the volume

municate to a third party their hypotheses and plans for

inside the CIB and normal bags was the same.

data analysis. This should minimise “cherry-picking” sta-

With all these experiments we have been able to fix a

tistically significant results. [4]. Useful advises have been

very important variable typically found in sonochemistry:

given such as to pay attention to the state-of-affairs of

the vessel used to contain the liquids exposed to ultra-

reagents, the presence of traces, the age of the contents of

sound.

a bottle, the manufacturer of compounds, etc [1].

However, the frequencies provided by different

manufacturers, practical steps in the procedures of son-

With better reproducible sonochemistry, our field will

ication, etc., are just too difficult to reproduce in different

benefit from ongoing trends towards the scale-up and di-

labs, and even by a given researcher. By using the CIB,

versification of sonochemical applications beyond the lab-

the best way to compare a given effect is to contrast its

oratory premises [46–49, 44, 50]. There are few success-

results, against the absence of pits inside the bag as done

ful examples of scaled up sonochemical reactors.

for all cases. We consider there are no correct or wrong

processing rates, inhomogeneous distribution of pressure

results, since these experiments have been carried out with

field (leading to useless regions inside the reactor), meagre

the highest degree of care.

energy transfer efficiencies which translate to prohibitive

Low

treatment costs, are just a few reasons. Once the best
3.5. How to improve reproducibility and its scalability

practices to reach highest reproducibility are established,
we should nurture an entrepreneurial culture in chemistry

The complex and chaotic nature of cavitation and sono-

that will lead to highly needed innovations [51–53].

chemistry limits the experimental replicability. That is
why all the operating parameters, such as intensity and

When trying to innovate or improve a given process, it

frequency of ultrasound, liquid temperature, gas or parti-

is often said that the simplest solution tends to be the

cle content, need to be studied on a per-application basis.

best. Though far from being perfect, we consider to have

This can only be found by conducting laboratory/pilot-

provided with the CIB a simple “practical” solution to

scale studies with geometric similarity [44]. Among the

problems faced by sonochemists. In the context of Process

factors we cannot influence we can say that the mechan-

Intensification, in fact we manipulated the “structure” of

ical and electronic performance of ultrasonic equipment

our reactor by modifying its surface at the microscale [11].
15

As a result, this seemingly naive approach improved the

and carried on experiments with experimental conditions

sonochemical energy efficiency of chemical reactions and

as similar as possible in different laboratories. Reproduc-

found use in relevant industrial applications which have

ing the same experiment in different laboratories was not

been expanded in this work [35, 37, 36]. Along this learn-

our goal, but to use the same reactor vessel, i.e. the afore-

ing experience we have synthesised a simple methodology

mentioned CIB. Since it is impractical to replicate most

aimed at helping our colleagues facing similar challenges.

sonochemical experiments in different labs, we ask ourselves: to what level of reproducibility do we need to aspire

1. “Scale-down” first to understand the phenomena at
stake.

for practical uses, or where a given commercial application

Particularly from the fundamental physico-

is envisaged? We do not have yet the answers, but hope

chemical causes and effects of cavitation.

with this work to initiate a productive debate among col-

2. Try to control and number up sources of cavitation

leagues.

(passive or without more energy input).

We show that it is possible to improve the reproducibil-

3. Keep in mind that more “power” or “pits” does not

ity of sonochemistry. Nevertheless, this has been done with

necessarily yields the best results.

significant limitations: the variability of results obtained

4. If possible, try to optimise the geometry, parameters

together with the comparison of confusing experimental

that influence most physicochemical properties.

data we have reported, is not yet to the standards we

5. When needing larger production volumes, try and

aim at. Even when using the same “reactor vessel”, the

scale-up by using materials that are relevant to indus-

Cavitation Intensification Bag, and trying to follow the

try, easy to manufacture and adapt to specific settings

same procedures, the equipment used, and the operating

(e.g. cleaning of filtration membranes, food process-

frequencies, the results were not particularly impressive.

ing industry, medical cleaning, etc.).

However, we can say with confidence that the CIB are

6. If trying to translate or valorise scientific results and

able to enhance the chemical activity for two dosimeters

deploy into society, look for good industrial and scien-

not studied before: iodine liberation and methylene blue

tific partners that can help minimising resources and

degradation. Additionally, the CIB have demonstrated to

time consumption.

be a useful tool for the exfoliation of nanomaterials. In
As a final suggestion to our multidisciplinary commu-

the future we will continue this approach and expand it to

nity of sonochemists, we are in favour of a joint initiative

other novel applications of sonochemistry.

in which an electronic handbook of sonochemistry experi-

A more reproducible sonochemistry will ensure new in-

mental analysis can be assembled, edited and regularly up-

teresting findings, and will increase the number of its suc-

dated by researchers active in this field. Such handbook

cessful industrial uses. The lack of reproducibility dis-

will serve not only newcomers to the field, but improve

cussed in this paper is not a fault of the measurement tech-

the toolbox of more experienced researchers. It could be

niques used per se, but an intrinsic feature of the general

seen as a sonochemical database, describing experimental

characteristics of sonochemistry. Hence, repeating mea-

procedures after independent verification, as well as tips,

surements a larger number of times might not lead to the

safety recommendations, etc.”

“expected” outcome.
Finally, we consider that for a successful practical util-

4. Conclusions

isation of relevant results obtained in a laboratory, more

We have repeated a given experiment in the same lab,

effort must be done to increase our understanding of what
16

has limited the adoption of sonochemical tools in industry.
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